A classical result of Enestrom {if co, Clo, , "Cn (n '" 1) are not all zero and if they satisfy co'" c, '
A Generalization of Enestrom's Theorem
We begin with the following THEOREM 1. Consider a polynomial E(ZI' Z2, " "zp) =0 f ' , , f C"I' "hpZ~'l, , ,z~P (¢o) in hp=O "1=0 the complex variables Zl, _ , _, Zp' Set ChI' , ' hp = ° whenever the hv are integers but some hj does not satisfy 0 ~ hj ~ nj,l Suppose (hv=O, 1, ' , " n v+1; v=l, 2, ' , "p; (hi, , ,hp) -ChI' , ,hp_Ihp-l)zql . . ,
where (J" is the set of all sequences of integers (hI, . "hp) with 0 ~ hv ~ nv + 1, v = 1, 2" , "p, 
for every (hI, . . . , hp) for which the last infinite sum converges. If aV1 ... vp=o whenever some Vj is < 0, and if hj ~ O,j = 1, 2, . . . , p, then ( 
. ~"P, P which implies that 0 = 1. Thus ~I = ~2 = . .. = ~p = 1, and so 0= E(l, 1, . ., 1) "I . L C"I'" "p > 0, which proves the Theorem. (hv=0,1, .. . , nv+1;v=1,2, . .. , p;(h " .. . , hp)=;6.(O, . . . 0) one 101 is ~ r.
hj~ 1
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